Rewrite the sentences using correct punctuation and capitalization.

1. when we were reading the book gone with the wind my teacher said this is an advanced book but you can read it without any problems

2. there are three things we need to buy at the grocery store shampoo soap and toothpaste

3. my friend said first we have to stop in atlanta georgia to buy a copy of the newspaper the atlanta daily

4. i just heard the song everything is awesome from the lego movie

5. susan can you please pass me the pepper asked robert

6. tonight we have to read three chapters the lady in red the man in yellow and the boy in blue

7. kevin lillian and thomas are on their way to dayton ohio

8. yes you are allowed to watch the television show family guy with mom dad and grandma
Correct punctuation errors

Grade 5 Punctuation Worksheet

Answers

1. **When** we were reading the book *Gone With the Wind*, my teacher said, “**This** is an advanced book, but you can read it without any problems.”

2. **There** are three things we need to buy at the grocery store: shampoo, soap, and toothpaste.

3. **My** friend said, “**First**, we have to stop in **Atlanta, Georgia** to buy a copy of the newspaper **The Atlanta Daily**.”

4. **I** just heard the song “**Everything is Awesome**” from *The Lego Movie*.

5. “**Susan**, can you please pass me the pepper?” asked **Robert**.

6. **Tonight**, we have to read three chapters: “**The Lady in Red**,” “**The Man in Yellow**,” and “**The Boy in Blue**.”

7. **Kevin, Lillian**, and **Thomas** are on their way to **Dayton, Ohio**.

8. **Yes**, you are allowed to watch the television show **Family Guy** with **Mom, Dad**, and **Grandma**.